Intrinsic structural and functional determinants within the amino acid sequence of mature pulmonary surfactant protein SP-B.
Pulmonary surfactant protein SP-B is absolutely required for proper function of surfactant in the alveoli, and is an important component of therapeutical surfactant preparations used to treat respiratory pathologies. To explore inherent structural and functional determinants within the amino acid sequence of mature SP-B, porcine SP-B has been subjected to extensive disulfide reduction under highly denaturing conditions and to cysteine carboxyamidomethylation, and the structure, lipid-protein interactions, and surface activity of this modified form have been characterized. Refolding of the reduced protein yielded a form (SP-Br) with secondary structure practically identical to that of the native disulfide-linked SP-B dimer. Reduced SP-Br exhibited higher structural flexibility than native SP-B, as indicated by a higher susceptibility of fluorescence emission to quenching by acrylamide and biphasic behavior during interaction of the protein with lipid bilayers and monolayers. SP-Br had, however, effects similar to those of native SP-B on the thermotropic properties of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayers. SP-Br was more effective than native SP-B in promoting interfacial adsorption of phospholipid bilayers into interfacial films, presumably because of its higher structural flexibility, and retained the ability of native SP-B to stabilize DPPC interfacial films compressed to pressures near collapse against spontaneous relaxation. SP-Br also mimicked the behavior of native SP-B in lipid-protein films subjected to dynamic compression-expansion cycling in a captive bubble surfactometer, but only in the presence of phosphatidylglycerol (PG), the main anionic phospholipid in surfactant. The presence of PG appears to be required for SP-Br to acquire the appropriate tertiary folding to produce progressively more efficient lipid-protein films capable of reaching very high pressures upon limited compression with almost no hysteresis.